SOME FACTS ABOUT LISTING A RESTAURANT FOR SALE

Please be aware that the listings you see here are not all the listings we have available. Some restaurant owners are sensitive to advertising specks or photos of their restaurants on the World Wide Web. We also do not display certain restaurants as they are landmark upscale establishments and can easily be recognized, and the public perception can vary if customers find out that their favorite restaurant is for sale. Some restaurant owners get very nervous that their employees will also accidently bump into their food & beverage business that is for sale on the web. Remember thousands of people visit restaurants so this mind set is understandable. We try to be careful as to what restaurants we advertise, for this exact reason as confidentiality is of the utmost importance in our industry. So if you don’t see what you’re looking for, by all means call us. Once you have filled out our NDA we will gladly speak to you about any restaurant we have available. Remember “we don’t just sell restaurants; we help people like you buy them”.